Gradinita Rasarit Kindergarten - Bucharest, 2015

Holistic Neohumanist Education: cultivating ecological awareness, inclusive attitudes, spiritual sensitivity
Visiting an association for adults with disabilities. They taught us to weave.
Getting to know our community and the different types of jobs - here we are visiting a car mechanic shop.
More visits in the neighbourhood - to the vegetable market, the corner flower shop, and to see our backyard neighbours chickens!
Trip to a real bakery to learn the whole process of bread making!
Learning to be active citizens by volunteering in the community alongside our European Voluntary Service volunteers.
The children have lots of opportunities for active learning through hands-on activities.
Storytelling plays a central role in Neohumanist education as a way to transmit wisdom and stimulate learning on many levels.
Children also learn to relax and use their imaginations - essential skills in self-regulation that increase concentration.
Children are also encouraged to be expressive and have lots of opportunities for free play. This promotes creativity and self-esteem.
A magical fairy leads the children on a memorable exploration of nature.
Learning to connect with love and empathy to the natural world.
An overnight trip to AMURTEL’s farm in Poleni!
The annual autumn bazaar – a beloved tradition of the kindergarten celebrating Romanian harvest season traditions!
The littlest ones preparing crafts for the autumn bazaar!
We organised several dinners for the parents - to build a sense of community and partnership with families.
An interactive exhibit on ancient Egypt!
Time and space for imaginative free play…